Travelers today utilize technology, which generates vast amounts of data at low costs. In essence, these data have the potential to supplement most of the outputs from regional travel demand models.
7
origin-destination trips, as developed by trip data providers, supports travel analysis. Much less 8 is reported on how raw data from telecommunication providers can be processed to support such 9 analysis or to what extent the raw data can be treated to extract travel behavior. This work 10 discusses how cell phone data can be processed to inform a four-step transportation model, 11 focusing specifically on the limitations and opportunities of such data. We show a data treatment 12 pipeline that uses only phone data and population density to generate trip matrices in two 13 Metropolitan areas: Boston and Rio de Janeiro. We detail how to label zones as home and work 14 based on frequency and the time of day. Based on the labels (home, work, or other) of 15 consecutive stays we can assign purposes to trips such as home-based-work. The resulting 16 number of trips pairs are expanded using the total population from census data. We show 17 comparable results with existing information reported in local surveys in Boston and existing 18 origin-destination matrices in Rio de Janeiro. Our results detail a method to use passively 19 generated cellular data as a low cost option for transportation planning. 20 
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Keywords: Mobile phone data, data mining, human mobility, trip production and attraction, trip 23 distribution, travel surveys. Every time we use our phones, passive mobile monitoring generates a record with the time and 3 approximate location of the event. With monitoring software installed, it is possible to track 4 Internet usage, GPS coordinates, and much more. In the near future as this information becomes 5 more accurate, the question of whether the combination of GPS and phone data entirely replace 6 travel diaries will arise. We are in the early days of figuring out how to make this possible, and 7 the main challenge today for transportation modelers is to find methods that will extract 8 meaningful information while adapting to the current opportunities and limitations of the data. 9 Passive data does not offer the same detailed information as surveys do. We cannot learn about 10 every individual's travel motifs in depth or directly ask the passive data the same questions we 11 can answer with travel diaries. However, it contains valuable information regarding continuously 12 recorded trip choices. This information can be adopted in some phases of transportation 13 applications at low costs in any city worldwide where phone usage is ubiquitous. The challenge 14 of harvesting, interpreting and applying these data requires innovative thinking on both the data 15 acquisition and data analysis aspects of the discussion. 16 17 In order to leverage this passive data one has to apply innovative techniques for big data statistics 18 and analysis. While these data mining techniques mature, another useful question to consider is: 19 how do we incorporate the processed data to generate travel models? This paper focuses on the 20 latter task. We explore the usage of call detail records (CDR) to generate origin-destination (OD) The datasets studied in this work are from the metropolitan area of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil and for 41 Boston, USA. General information about the two cities are summarized in Table 1 . CDR data inherently contains noise due to tower-to-tower call balancing performed by the 9 mobile phone service providers, which creates signal jumps that do not represent actual 10 movement. A procedure for GPS traces is applied to the CDR data to correct for these jump and 11 similar such discrepancies in the triangulated Boston data [14] [15] . This method simplifies a 12 sequence of calls that are within a specified proximity to the medoid of all such calls.
14
An analogous process, with minor differences, is applied to Rio de Janeiro's tower-based data. 15 At this resolution one can only know the closest tower to the user's actual location, so the 16 estimate of a user's position is only known up to the Voronoi cell for that tower. Due to the 17 discrete nature of this data, the aforementioned call sequence simplification is carried out by 18 joining sequences of calls made from a sets of towers within a certain distance, followed by 19 joining the sequence of calls made from the same tower. To address issues of temporal resolution 20 we only stays if the users is known to be in that location for at least 10 minutes in both cities. After all the calls have been assigned one of the three location tags (home, work or other), the 26 next step in the procedure is to go through the time-ordered stay sequence for every user. Two An important part of this procedure is assigning the raw trip a departure time. As stated before,
36
CDR data is passive and is only generated when users choose to interact with their phones.
37
Therefore the assumption that users start their trip at the exact time they make the call from the 38 origin is flawed. We count the number of residents to determine the sample size for each of the areas in our 23 analysis. These numbers are qualitatively similar to the number of people surveyed in each zone 24 in the travel surveys, as they will be used as a representation for the population of that zone. addition, since mobile phone carriers already store this data for other purposes, the additional 1 cost of gathering this data is negligible, and its use for transport planning is a byproduct.
3
To use the selected sample to represent the whole population of the area, we propose the Finally, all raw trips are assigned a magnitude equal to the expansion factor divided by that 12 user's total number of workdays if he/she has been observed at work in that day of the trip, and 13 by his/her total number of weekdays otherwise. This magnitude is then added to the OD table   14 with the appropriate origin, destination, purpose and time period to obtain the final average 15 weekday ODs. 16 
17

RESULTS
19
In this section, our goal is to test the accuracy of origin-destination information obtained from 20 CDR data using our methodology, its limitations, and how spatial resolution influences accuracy.
21
In doing so we will proceed in parallel with the steps of the traditional four-step model. In the next step we compare trip distributions. Finally, we set out to compare correlations and total trip counts by purpose and time of day. In this work we set out to extract origin destination information for two cities, Boston, USA and two subject cities. To make our proposed algorithm easily deployable we provide a step by step 7 formulation in pseudo code. 8 9 As is the case with any passive dataset, CDRs require considerable preprocessing to distill 10 relevant information. We first applied a standard procedure to remove noise and extract stays 11 from the call data. We then determined home and work locations of users with enough calls, and 12 labeled their stays as home, work or other. In the next step we extracted raw trips by analyzing 13 consecutive stays for each user followed by applying proper expansion factors to raw trips to get 14 representative origin destination trips. We finalized our work by validating against models 15 created for the subject cities. 16 17 Our results suggest that CDR data holds promise in accurately estimating production and In conclusion, we demonstrated a method that uses CDR data and population distribution alone 
